
Analytics Maturity
ASSESSMENT

How effective is my organization in critical analytics-related competencies?

What are the key areas my organization should focus on now to most improve our overall analytics performance?

How do my organization’s overall analytical capabilities compare to those of my peers?
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How well is your organization competing on analytics? IIA can tell you.

IIA’s Analytics Maturity Assessment (AMA) provides an honest, unbiased, quantitative assessment of how different constituencies within your 
organization rate and prioritize your firm’s analytic capabilities. The AMA compares your organization against your peer group, and identifies key 
priorities for optimizing performance through improving analytics capabilities.  

In short, this assessment measures how well your organization uses analytics to increase revenue, reduce costs, optimize performance and 
improve overall decision-making. 

Participants will receive answers to key questions, including:

Industry Standard Frameworks
IIA’s AMA uses a software-driven maturity model based on industry standard frameworks: the Five Stages of Analytics Maturity, developed in 
2007 by Tom Davenport and Jeanne Harris in their book, Competing on Analytics, and the DELTA Model, developed in 2010 by Tom Davenport, 
Jeanne Harris and Bob Morison in their book, Analytics at Work: Smarter Decisions, Better Results.

Organizations using IIA’s AMA are evaluated against 33 unique competencies within the five DELTA model categories. DELTA 
scores are calculated on a 1.00-5.99 scale with descriptive stages of maturity assigned to each of the five score ranges (1-1.99, 
2-2.99, etc.) and aligned with the five stages below.

With these two powerful, yet simple frameworks as the basis for 
analysis, an AMA generates actionable recommendations for 
improvement based on the detailed scores generated.

5 Stages
of Analytics Maturity

Stage 1: Analytically Impaired

Stage 2: Localized Analytics

Stage 3: Analytical Aspirations

Stage 4: Analytical Companies

Stage 5: Analytical Competitors

Not data-driven, reliant on gut instincts to make decisions

Use of analytics or reporting within business silos

Some sense of value for analytics but limited support

Data-oriented companies with a wide array of tools

Broad use of analytics to compete and drive strategy 1
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Why do most analytics projects and programs fail to meet their objectives?

Failure is not due to lack of data or analytics technology, but rather business issues such as the absence of analytics strategy, non-data-
driven corporate cultures, poor processes, and organizational resistance. The AMA is designed to uncover such vulnerabilities so that 
organizations can prioritize improvements for optimal analytics performance.

IIA’s AMA is not a self-assessment or technology inventory. It is a detailed, quantitative assessment that can scale to thousands of survey 
respondents. AMA is specifically designed to assess the analytics capabilities of the entire organization to identify the barriers hindering 
analytics maturity. An AMA report includes your 1) overall score, 2) customizable group scores, 3) an analytics priority matrix (strengths, 
weaknesses, and opportunities), and 4) a ranked list of analytics opportunities. 

Actionable Insights & Recommendations for Improvement

DATA
ü Data capture
ü Data quality
ü Data integration 
ü Use of external data
ü Data consistency
ü Data trustworthiness
ü Analytical tools
ü “Big Data” utilization

ENTERPRISE
ü Enterprise tech 

management
ü Organization of talent
ü Funding adequacy
ü Non-management 

utilization
ü Data scalability
ü External reporting

LEADERSHIP
ü Strategic input
ü Executive advocacy
ü Executive utilization
ü Management 

utilization
ü Enterprise 

collaboration

TARGETS
ü Predictive modeling
ü Goal setting
ü Prioritization
ü Iterative approach
ü Opportunity 

identification
ü Experimentation

ANALYSTS
ü Staffing level
ü Consultative approach
ü Business skills
ü Data science skills
ü Career paths

3) Analytics Priority Matrix 4) Opportunity Ranking

2) Customizable Group Scores

Group A
2.63

Group B
1.95

Group C
2.16

1) Overall Score

The AMA measures up to 33 competencies across the five DELTA components while also providing specific, actionable insights and 
recommendations for improving your analytics maturity.

Measure where you stand; prioritize critical areas for improvement; and take action.
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1
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2
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3

Stage
4

Stage
5

STAGE 2: Localized Analytics2.42
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The Baseline Report measures your 
current capabilities, compares your 
organization against the competitive 
landscape, and identifies key areas for 
optimizing performance and progress 
through the Five Stages of Analytics 
Maturity.

Capability Evaluation is a two phase 
detailed assessment that combines the 
quantitative analytics maturity 
assessment with qualitative onsite 
interviews of key analytics stakeholders.  
Using our proprietary methodology, we 
combine all of the data into a 
comprehensive evaluation with a 
detailed and custom prioritized list of 
improvement opportunities. 

Progress Monitoring and Progress 
Monitoring Plus are subscription versions 
of the AMA that include multiple 
assessments, quarterly updates of 
industry comparisons and ongoing access 
to IIA assessment experts.  Progress 
Monitoring is specifically designed to 
provide ongoing data and insight to 
improve the effectiveness of your 
analytics programs.

Features Baseline
Report

Progress 
Monitoring

Progress 
Monitoring Plus

Number of Assessments / Surveys 1 2 3

Engagement / Subscription Term (in months) 2 15 24

Overall Benchmark Score: Analytical Maturity Y Y Y

D-E-L-T-A  Category Scores Y Y Y

Industry Comparisons by D-E-L-T-A Y Y Y

Perception Alignment among Analytics Groups by D-E-L-T-A Y Y Y

Competency Skyline: Individual Competency Scores Y Y Y

Industry Comparisons by Competency Y Y Y

Competency Opportunities Ranking Y Y Y

Effectiveness Gaps and Priority Matrix Y Y Y

Perception Alignment among Analytics Groups by Competency Y Y Y

Perception Alignment within Organization by Custom Grouping Y Y Y

Performance Improvement Reporting / Analysis Y Y

Ongoing Access to IIA Experts for Q&A and Analysis Y Y

Quarterly Updates of Industry Comparisons Y Y

Custom Data Splits and Analysis 1 4 8

Presentation of Benchmark Results with Q&A 1 2 3

Which AMA is right for you?

Get your score in just six weeks.
From start to finish, the AMA is a six-week process. 

During kick-off and implementation, IIA experts work with 
your team to develop objectives for the assessment, 
identify custom data splits for in depth analysis, and 
create the survey respondent list. 

During execution, industry specific online surveys are sent 
to participants using our proven methodology and 
typically results in response rates of greater than 70%. 

Once the survey is closed, IIA experts process surveys 
through the AMA model and compile scores to create a 
final report.  

When complete, the final report is delivered accompanied 
by an interactive presentation in which IIA helps interpret 
the assessment and identify actionable next steps. 

IIA has collected analytics maturity data from over 130 companies. IIA’s cohort database includes leaders from 10 industry segments including 
leading digital native companies, and provides a unique benchmark to compare your organization against your industry and other industries.

Industry Comparisons
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Industry Leaders



Tom Davenport
IIA Co-Founder

Contact IIA today to get your AMA and see how your organization competes on analytics.

503.467.0210

info@iianalytics.com

Selection Criteria   Why IIA?

Independence IIA is unbiased, independent, 3rd party

Objectivity IIA does not sell analytics software, hardware, or 
implementation services

Authority IIA faculty developed DELTA and 5 Stages of Analytics 
Maturity Models

Industry Standard
Capability Maturity Model (CMM)

IIA’s assessments are based on industry accepted 
frameworks (DELTA and 5 Stages)

Repeatability of CMM IIA’s assessment process is refined, tested, and repeatable

CMM Assessment Database IIA has a robust and growing database of assessments across 
multiple industries 

CMM Flexibility IIA can provide custom data splits for more detailed analysis

CMM Completeness IIA’s assessment measures each DELTA component plus 33 
competencies with up to 2,000 survey respondents  

Multiple CMM Methodologies IIA has a unique ability to offer a combined quantitative and 
qualitative assessment  

The International Institute for Analytics is the authority on analytics maturity and best practices. 

IIA is an independent, practitioner-focused research and advisory firm. Our mission is to help organizations build and sustain analytics capabilities. 

We don’t sell analytics or big data technology, and we don’t offer implementation or outsourcing services. IIA provides clients with unbiased insight 
and expertise on analytics strategy, programs, methods, technologies, and assessments leveraging an expert network of over 150 industry leaders.   

Why IIA’s AMA?

“An objective assessment of where you stand today 
is the best way to plan a strategic path forward. 
IIA's Analytics Maturity Assessment is a critical 
step on the path to competing on analytics. ”

iianalytics.com

@iianalytics
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